### COVID-19 Scenarios for Students Living in On-Campus Housing

**Students may shift columns based on scenario developments.**

#### 1. I have Symptoms of COVID-19:
- **BEGIN TO ISOLATE OR QUARANTINE AND SEE BELOW FOR MORE GUIDANCE.**
- You should **isolate**
- Get tested at University Health Service.
- Follow guidance of UHS, and discuss arrangements for appropriate isolation housing.
- Until 8 PM, call U-M Q&I Coordination Center at 734-936-2600 to be relocated to isolation housing.
- After 8 PM, options include: contact DPSS Dispatch at (734) 763-1131 to be relocated that evening or stay in your current residence and relocate the next morning.
- Pack a “To Go” Bag with personal items.

#### 2. I have a Positive COVID-19 Test Result (within the last 10 days)**:
- You should **isolate**
- Follow guidance of your health care provider and case investigator.
- If your test result is not from UHS or U-M:
  - Report your positive result here and call U-M Q&I Coordination Center at 734-936-2600 to be relocated to isolation housing before 8 PM.
  - After 8 PM, options include: contact DPSS Dispatch at (734) 763-1131 to be relocated that evening or stay in your current residence and relocate the next morning.
  - Pack a “To Go” Bag with personal items.

#### 3. I am a Confirmed Close Contact* of someone who has COVID-19:
- **BEGIN TO ISOLATE OR QUARANTINE AND SEE BELOW FOR MORE GUIDANCE.**
- If you are VACCINATED:
  - You do not need to quarantine.
  - Recommended: get tested at UHS 3-5 days after exposure.
  - Wear a mask in public indoor settings for 14 days, or until your test returns negative.
  - Get tested at UHS if symptoms develop.
- If you are UNVACCINATED:
  - Quarantine for 10 days from the last day of contact.
  - Optional: get tested at UHS 7-10 days after exposure.
  - Get tested at UHS if symptoms develop.
- Until 8 PM, call U-M Contact Tracing Corps at (734) 647-0003 to be relocated to quarantine housing.
- After 8 PM, leave a voicemail for CTC and stay in your current residence to be relocated the next morning.
- Pack a “To Go” Bag with personal items.

#### 4. I completed the 30-day isolation period** and return to my room and classes as instructed by EHS or UHS in accordance with CDC guidelines.
- **BEGIN TO ISOLATE OR QUARANTINE AND SEE BELOW FOR MORE GUIDANCE.**
- I completed the quarantine period.
- If I do not have symptoms, I can return to my room and classes.